Question #1  What does Lehigh need to do to get into compliance with the Clean Air Act and Clean Water Act?

Response #1

Question #2  If Lehigh can't run it right, who can?

Response #2

Question #3  Where do they plan to get the "Clean Fill?" I suspect it to be the waste/overburden from "Pit 2." No Pit 2!!

Response #3

Question #4  Traffic study calls for new traffic light at 280 to moderate truck traffic - Where?

Response #4

Questions #5  Are there "guidelines" for the quality of material/soil used as fill?

Response #5

Question #6  Lehigh and Stevens Creek Quarry have been in violation of the rules and regulations. Why should they continue to have more mining areas and more cement making?

Response #6

Question #7  The Public should be allowed to decide what kind of Industry we want in Santa Clara County. Lehigh Hansen wants to expand the reclamation boundary. Why should we let them? The Reclamation will then be pushed out until 2060. Why should we allow this? The public says no way - start it now!

Response #7.

Question #8  Lehigh also wants to allow Stevens Creek Quarry to lease their land that is next to their property for more mining. This is the start of a new business. Why should they be allowed? After all they have a BAD track record.

Response #8

Question #9

Response #9 Lehigh Hanson also wants to have a road joining them with Stevens Creek Quarry. Why should they when they tampered and widened the illegal haul road? We say no. This matter is still a problem.

Question #10

Response #10

Question #11  Why are they in business if they haven't had a permit since 2015?

Response #11
**Question #12** Lehigh is causing the ridgeline problem. Why should they be allowed to mine? There is a deed protecting the Ridgeline View. Why should Lehigh be allowed to ask SCC to cancel that deed and allow mining?

Response #12

**Question #13** What is "clean fill?" Why is Lehigh allowed to keep operating with so many NOVs? Why are they given a pass? When does "3 strikes and you're out" apply?

Response #13

**Question #14** What is the relationship between Lehigh and Stevens Creek Quarry? Ownership? Board Members? Investors?

Response #14

**Question #15** Can the dirt be brought in by train? Can the Stevens Creek Quarry permit be denied based on "unavoidable impacts?"

Response #15

**Question #16** Who is going to pay for the environmental review? Where is the money coming from?

Response #16

**Question #17** What's Lehigh's annual revenue vs. what they pay in fines?

Response #17

**Question #18** How can they stop using Stevens Canyon/Foothill?

Response #18

**Question #19** This meeting seems very one-sided. What is Lehigh's perspective? Does Lehigh provide benefits to the City and County? If cement does not come from here, where will it come from? I would like to understand why Lehigh wants to import clean fill instead of using the dirt they have stored.

Response #19